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INTRODUCI‘ION
Nonlinear dynamics plays a dominant role in a variety of important problems in
chemical physics. Examples are unimolecular reactions,’ infrared multiphoton decomposition of molecules,’ the pumping process of the gamma ray laser,’ dissociation of
vibrationally excited state-selected van der Waals’s complexes,’ and many other
chemical and atomic processes. The present article discusses recent theoretical studies
on the quasi-periodic and chaotic dynamical aspects of vibrational-rotational states of
atomic, nuclear, and molecular systems using the semiclassical spectral method
(SSM).’ We note that the coordinates, momenta, and so on, are found using classical
mechanics in the studies included in this review. Consequently, certain processes of
quantum mechanical origin, such as tunneling, have not been investigated in this
framework. However, the projects to be described, undertaken using classical or
semiclassical techniques, yield excellent results and explain many aspects of the
underlying dynamics.

‘This submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the US.Government under
Contract No. DE-AC05-840R21400. Accordingly, the US.Government retains a nonexclusive,
royalty-free license to publish or reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others
to do so, for US.Government purposes. M. L. Koszykowski’s work was supported by the US.
Department of Energy. D. W. Noid’s research was sponsored by the Division of Materials
Sciences, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, US. Department of Energy, under Contract No.
DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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The SSM technique can be applied to any autocorrelation function [e.g., of
coordinates x ( t ) or y ( t ) , momenta p,(t)] or any dynamical variable [e.g., the dipole
moment &)I. Below, we shall use ~ ( t to) denote any quantities that couple to a
perturbation that causes a transition.
The infrared absorption-band shape function Z(w) [or in the case of any dynamical
variable, ~ ( t ) the
,
power spectrum or spectral density] is related to the Fourier
transform of its autocorrelation function C(t)in the well-known way:
I(o)

- -s,'"
1

2*

C(t) exp ( - i d ) dt,

(1.1)

The average ( ) indicates an average over an ensemble appropriate to the problem (this
ensemble will be described later). C(t) has the stationary property

(x(O)x(r))

-

(X(dX(1

+ T)),

(1.3)

and because x ( t ) is real, it also has the property of being an even function oft. For
classical trajectories, equation 1.1 then reduces to

in both the quasi-periodic and chaotic regimes described in the next paragraph.
Equation 1.4 indicates that we can evaluate the spectra from a single classical
trajectory generated from a time-independent Hamiltonian of the system studied. The
choice of this trajectory will be discussed later.
The method has been most extensively used to characterize intramolecular
dynamics. The understanding of nonlinear dynamical systems received tremendous
attention during the late 1970s and the 1980s. During this time, it was found that a
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FIGURE 1. A typical boxlike quasi-periodic trajectory for a two-mode system.
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FIGURE 2. Spectra of the x and y coordinatesof the trajectory shown in FIGURE1.

dynamical system could exhibit two very different types of motion. A stable, more
familiar type, termed quasi-periodic, is found for many ground-state systems. After a
certain amount of excitation in the system, the motion becomes “random” and is
termed chaotic. A recent review of molecular chaos by Noid, Koszykowski, and
Marcus (NKM) can be found in reference 6. In the quasi-periodic regime, the motion
can be decomposed into a Fourier series with a few fundamental frequencies and
overtones. A typical quasi-periodic trajectory for a two-mode system is shown in
FIGURE
1. The spectrum of the coordinates, say x + y . is shown in FIGURE2 and, as
expected, consists of a small number of sharp lines. In the chaotic regime, the
trajectories sample much more (if not all) of the allowed phase-space, as shown in
4. The
FIGURE3. The spectrum, as expected, becomes broad and is shown in FIGURE
use of correlation functions and spectra as tools for examining chaotic behavior has
been extensively discussed in reference 6.
A number of possible choices have been explored for initial conditions of the
trajectory used to evaluate equation 1.4. The methods are based upon quantized action
integrals. Many years ago, Einstein’ proposed a quantization of systems not permitting
separation of variables: One finds canonical invariants, namely, the action variables J,,
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FIGURE 3. A chaotic trajectory for a two-mode system.

and quantizes them
Jf

- $ ?- 4 - nfh,

(1.5)

where the different Jf’s are obtained by integrating over topologically independent
paths; 4, fi denote canonically conjugate coordinates and momenta, respectively. The
theory was further developed by Keller! who showed how fractional terms arose:

where 6f is a known constant, usually being 0 or 5,depending on the degree of freedom.
He further showed how to evaluate these integrals for a number of nonseparable
systems that had zero potential energy within a confined region and that rose to infinity
on the boundary of that region.
The SSM technique has been greatly extended in the past ten years, and now
routine evaluation of equation 1.4 for multidimensional systems including resonances
is possible. Originally, trajectories with n, 0, 1, .were used as initial conditions for
the spectra from level n. Later, it was shown for the Morse oscillator that the use of

-

..
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-

( n + m ) / 2 for n
m transitions was preferable? For other potential functions,
slightly more accuracy can be obtained using other correspondence principles.

APPLICATION TO ATOMIC/MOLECULAR SYSTEMS
Polyatomic Molecules

The spectral analysis method has been applied to a large number of generic
molecular Harniltonians-the intent usually being to either develop or test new
semiclassical techniques, or, more frequently, as a tool for studying the nonlinear
dynamics and ramifications of chaos. A much smaller set of work has focused on
Hamiltonians intended to represent a specific molecular or atomic system. In this
section, we will discuss examples of both types of problems with an analysis on the work
related most closely to molecular systems.
The choice of initial conditions for the trajectories is crucial to the success of this
method. In their original work, NKM’ used a primitive average of frequencies from
zeroth order eigentrajectories. While this choice produced encouraging results, it was
not until Koszykowski et aL9 proposed that the Ti = (n, + n,)/2 trajectory be used that
a firm semiclassical basis for the initial condition was established. They applied this
analytically to the Morse oscillator and demonstrated exact agreement with quantum
calculations. In this work, it was also demonstrated, for the first time, that the spectral
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FIGURE 4. Spectra of the x and y coordinates of the trajectory shown in FIGURE3.
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analysis method could be used on a realistic surface where they calculated frequencies
and intensities for OCS.’ These workers also demonstrated that frequencies and
intensities of overtones and combination bands could be easily obtained, even when
they were many orders of magnitude weaker than the fundamental?
Wardlaw er a1.I’ have quantitatively tested the SSM technique on a wide variety of
two-mode systems with several types of resonance interaction. The results were in very
good agreement with exact quantum results and were considerably better than results
obtained by low order perturbation theory. Later, Herbst and Noid” showed that even
accurate bound-free and free-free transitions could be obtained for quasi-periodicquasi-bound states.”
In another study, Liu, Noid, and Koszykowski” performed a spectral analysis of
the vibrational motion of a realistic model of water. As the energy of the molecule
increases beyond a certain transition value, the spectra changes from consisting of
well-resolved lines to a much broadened one, indicating chaotic motion. Isotopic
substitution that lowers the symmetry of the molecule reduced the transition energy
because additional anharmonicities are introduced. Freezing the bending motion has a
drastic effect on the motion of the molecules. Finally, a cross-correlation function was
defined whose spectrum exhibits the same features as that of the self-correlation
functions.
Stine and Noid“ employed the spectral analysis method as a basis for studying
diatomic molecules using numerically accurate potential functions. These potential
functions were developed using the Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR) method for analyzing
experimental spectral data. They calculated dipole matrix elements for HF, CO, and
NO. They demonstrated that if the dipole function has a maximum at an intermolecular separation larger than the equilibrium configuration, the intensity of An = 2
transitions will be greater than An 1 transitions for highly excited states. This is in
complete contradiction to conventional wisdom based upon a harmonic oscillator
model. They also presented an inversion methodI5where experimental results could be
used to predict the dipole moment function. The method was applied to H F with
excellent results.
A number of other gas-phase studies have applied the spectral analysis method to
molecular problems. HanselI6related the width of broadened chaotic spectra to a value
of the K entropy (see reference 6). He also discussed these concepts using a model of
ozone. Smith er
also used the SSM technique on ozone and found the frequencies
to be more accurate than an SSCF calculation. The semiclassical self-consistent field
(SSCF) method was proposed a few years ago by Ratner and Gerber.” It reduces an
n-coupled oscillator potential to n single-mode potentials that are determined selfconsistently. These are then quantized semiclassically using the usual Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule. Later, Poppe” studied rotational spectra of SF6and also related
them to the maximal Lyapunov exponent. Noid and Stinem and Martin and Wyatt”
have all used this method in studies of IR multiphoton processes.
General studies of chaos using this method include Powell and Percival?’ who
computed a spectral entropy using the SSM technique. Farantos and Murre11,2’
Klemperer and co-~orkers?~
Swamy and Hase?’ Brickmann et a1.?6 Lopez er al.,27
and Demontis er a1.” all studied chaos in various molecular energy transfer processes.
The study of chaos in molecular systems has been a much discussed topic, and the
spectral analysis method proves to be a useful tool in characterizing different regions of
phase-space.

-
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In another study of vibrational spectroscopy, Koszykowski et al.” derived an
expression for line shapes valid in both the quasi-periodic and chaotic regimens and for
densities ranging from ultrahigh vacuum to several atmospheres. The Laplace
transform of the dipole correlation function is given by
C(S) =

c+ +

;)/
[ (;).(.+ ;)I,
1 -

where Cois the zero pressure limit and T is a relaxation rate due to collisions (calculated
in the binary collision approximation). They found, as is well known, that for
increasing collisional relaxation rates, the spectrum becomes broadened, shifted,
overlapped, and eventually merged. A sequence of spectra for increasing collisional
rates is shown in FIGURE5 and clearly demonstrates this effect. Likewise, as the
chaotic nature of the molecule increases, a similar effect is observed and the individual
spectral lines merge more quickly. This can be clearly observed in FIGURE6, as
contrasted to FIGURE5, where it is clear that chaos also affects the wings of the lines.
Careful experiments at various pressures may be capable of distinguishing this effect
from other complex variables in the line shape. Such a study would be an interesting
way to observe chaos in the presence of collisions, along with being a generalization of
the quantum beat experiments being done in a number of laboratories.
’ ~ Noid ef uI.~’*~’ have also used correlation functions and
Koszykowski ef ~ 1 . and
spectra in new ways to extract fundamental information about the dynamics of
molecular vibrations. In reference 30, they demonstrated that microcanonically
averaged correlation functions decay from some initial value to that predicted by a
microcanonical average over phase-space of the variables. Indeed, for these nonlinear
systems, phase-space and time averages are interchangeable and the Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory’s basic assumption is valid.’ RRKM is a theoretical treatment of unimolecular reactions. The first calculations of semiclassical
intensities using primitive initial conditions are presented in reference 31, along with a
derivation of intensities for the S S M technique. It was also demonstrated in this work
that at a given total energy, one could locate chaotic spectra that are quite different.
This led to the postulate that microcanonically averaged semiclassical spectra should
correspond to quantum spectra generated from a wave packet composed of energies
within a distance A E of the semiclassical state. Noid ef al.” also have shown that the
spectra of weak combination lines could be used to obtain the splitting between states
degenerate in the primitive semiclassical method. In addition, by using correlation
functions from classical trajectories, Muckerman et ~ 1 . demonstrated
’~
a method to
determine the local-mode versus normal-mode character of molecular vibrations in a
two-mode model of H20.
Very recently, we have introduced a method3’ for obtaining classical trajectories
directly from a grid of points representing a potential energy function. Hamilton’s
equations were obtained by using an automated routine to generate multidimensional
splines under tension through the total energy points. The output includes the
derivatives at any arbitrary location in coordinate space that were used to numerically
generate Hamilton’s equations. The trajectories obtained with this method were
indistinguishable from those generated with an analytic potential function and with
analytic derivatives. This technique can now be used to couple directly with an
electronic structure code to generate completely ab initio trajectories and spectra. No
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analytic functions are imposed on the points and no errors are introduced by a fitting
procedure. Thus, we can examine dynamics problems without the ambiguity of
knowing a good representation of the potential function or what the best near separable
coordinate system may look like, if there is one.
As a demonstration problem, we used fourth order many-body perturbation theory
and a 6-31G* basis set31'to calculate a grid of total energy points for ozone. This grid
was combined with the spline under tension code to generate trajectories and spectra
for ozone. A spectra for the ground state is shown in FIGURE
7. It is interesting to note
that a harmonic analysis of the energy points predicts frequencies that are at least 100
cm-' further from the experimental values than those in FIGURE
7. Analytic surfaces

0.30

>r
t

c" 0.15

2
c

-

I0
FIGURE 7. Spectra of a two-mode model of O3using a numerical grid of potential energy values
and dipole moments for the ground state.

for ozone have shown significant regions of chaotic motion. In our study, we found no
chaos at E 15,000 cm-', which is the highest energy studied. Koszykowski et ~ 7 1
applied the spectral method to examine the EELS spectra of ice multilayers on Ru.
They used a polynomial potential fit to ab initio calculations of the local 0-H mode
energetics. The OH stretch frequency of hydrogen pointing into and out of the
multilayer agreed with experiment to within 25 cm-'. However, edge hydrogens in the
calculation produced frequencies where there were clearly no experimental lines
present. One possibility for the discrepancy is the limited potential used because
electron structure calculations on metals are unreliable except in reproducing trends.
Tully et al." have recently extended the method to include a stochastic procedure
aimed at vibrational relaxation. They performed a totally ab initio line-shape

-
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calculation for H on Si surfaces in excellent agreement with experiment. Gadzuk” and
Adams” have both recently reported good results with the SSM technique for
molecules absorbed on surfaces. Adams studied the vibrational dynamics of HCI on an
Ar surface and calculated both the ro-vibrational and vibrational spectra. These later
calculations were very successful in studying vibrational spectra on insular and
semiconductor surfaces. A successful ab initio application to conductor surfaces must
await further breakthroughs in the quality of electronic structure calculations on these
systems.

Atomic and Nuclear Systems

The present method has also proven useful for calculation of atomic and nuclear
spectra. Transition frequencies and intensities for excited states of atomic hydrogen in
a strong magnetic field were calculated by the SSM technique.”’ The states considered
had a principal quantum number of 30 and L, = 1 for fields of up to 7 tesla. The spectra
for states there that are labeled as librators and rotators are found to be qualitatively
different, especially for the spectral component perpendicular to the field. In addition
to the zero-field Kepler line, a new intramanifold transition was found a t low
frequency. The frequencies and intensities were found to be a sensitive function of the
field strength and of the particular state of the Coulomb manifold involved.
A field-induced transition at low frequency was also observed, which is in
agreement with predictions from perturbation theory; this agreement supports the
accuracy of the computed intensities. The frequency and intensity are strongly
dependent upon both the field strength and on the quantum state in the manifold.
Qualitatively correct behavior is found for the intermanifold transition, but the
accuracy of the calculation is not sufficient to identify the upper state uniquely. This
method also found polarized spectra parallel and perpendicular to the field to be
qualitatively different. In part, this effect is due, in quantum terms, to the z- and
x-direction spectra obeying different selection rules. However, in addition, the
distinction reflects the different natures of the orbits for the two classes of states
mentioned above, which is demonstrated by the differences in the x-spectra. Spectral
parameters in this transition regime would be difficult to obtain by other methods.
Finally, in this subsection, we now discuss a coupled nucleon electronic system. In
order to model the energy transfer from an inner core electron to an excited nuclear
proton, we have chosen to use the nuclear shell model approach for an independent
valence nucleon. This model serves to introduce the important characteristicsprimarily energy level spacing and nuclear size effects-which are orders of magnitude
disparate from the electronic characteristics. In this model, a valence excited proton is
bound as an independent particle to the nuclear core using an effective Wood Saxons
p~tential.~’
The electron is bound to both the core of protons and the valence proton
using the normal Coulomb potential. Our Hamiltonian is

where mN is the mass of a nucleon, PN is the nucleon momentum, LN is the nucleon
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orbital angular momentum, RN is the radial position of the nucleon, and

v,(R,)

- vO/(l+

(2.3)

e(RN-R)/A)

is the nucleon potential. In this potential, Vo is the well depth and A is the surface
diffusivityparameter. The quantities, m,,P,. L,, and re.are the corresponding electron
properties. The Coulomb potential is included for the interaction of the electron with
the closed shell nuclear core and is given by
HINT

--

1

(2.4)

-9

‘.p

where rep= IFe - d , I .
In our study, we considered the coupling of the IS electronic state with the excited
nucleon state for closed shell + 1 nucleons. The number of protons considered are 29,
51, and 83. In FIGURE8, we present the unpolarized spectra for the coupled
electron-nucleon model, with the electronic state being 1s and a 3F proton state with
2 83. In FIGURE
9, we present the uncoupled spectrum for the same nuclear-electron
state.
As can be observed from these figures, a large number of lines with spacing
corresponding to electronic transition are observed. A smaller number of larger lines
occur at about 1 and 3 MeV (not shown) that correspond to pure nuclear transitions.
8 appear to have some features of chaos,
Interestingly enough, the spectra in FIGURE
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FIGURE 8. Unpolarized spcctra for the nuclear-electronmodel showing chaotic motion.
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FIGURE 9. Same as FIGURE8, but for the uncoupled case.

which indicates that the classical dynamics is strongly coupled. For the Z = 29 case,
none of the spectra appear to have chaotic features, and therefore the coupling is much
weaker.
Among the preliminary conclusions of this study are:42
- high Z produces the greatest distortion of the nuclear-electron spectra;
- use of the Langer correction" for the IS state is very important (because old

quantum theory orbits and spectra failed to be chaotic);
- finally, the SSM technique is a very practical technique to study the very subtle

coupling in this model.
Polymeric Systems

In this section, we present some preliminary results concerning the transition from
quasi-periodic to chaotic motion in a long linear diatomic chain. A few studies have
been reported for linear atomic chains,u but even less work has been reported using
polymeric diatomic chain^.^' We also further extended the previous research by
studying longer chain lengths: the longest chains considered before had contained
-1000 atoms; we have employed 20-3200 atoms (10-1600 diatoms). The motivation
for both our investigations and those preceding us has been twofold: to find an
appropriate criteria to detect or predict the onset of chaos in systems with many modes,
and to examine the stochastic threshold as a function of chain length, initial excitation,
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and other chain attributes. Such work is applicable to energy transfer in polymers and
in solids.
Our model chain mimics a linear array of AB molecules where the A-B bond is a
typical chemical bond and the B . - A interaction is much weaker. A Morse oscillator is
chosen for the AB bond and has the form,

-

qr)= D(e-Za(r-n) - 2 e - u ( r - 4
where r is the A-B
potential,

(2.5)

),

-

distance. The B. .A interaction is given by a Lennard-Jones

where R is the distance between the molecular centers of mass. Our choice of
parameters is appropriate for a chain of HF molecules. In the HF chain, the F.. .H
interaction is an example of hydrogen bonding and the center of mass of the molecule
can be considered to be at the F nucleus.
A one-dimensional “temperature” was calculated from the kinetic energy at each
time step. This temperature remained reasonably constant after an initial equilibration
period. The spectra were generated by a fast Fourier transform of the sum of all the
particle coordinates at each time step. The initial H and F positions were first chosen so
that each particle sat at the minimum distance of the Morse oscillator and the
Lennard-Jones potential relative to that particle’s nearest neighbor. A random
displacement (either positive or negative) from that minimum position was then
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FIGURE 10. Spectra of a polymeric HF chain with 1280 atoms in the quasi-periodic regime for a
low temperature (1 K).
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introduced to give the final positions. By changing the maximum position displacement
parameter and the maximum momentum parameter, the temperature could be
changed. The ends of the chain were not fixed (in contrast to several previous
studies).
The spectra clearly showed a low frequency set of peaks (5100 cm-I) and a high
frequency set of peaks (-3000 cm-I). The choice of initial conditions described above
gives, in the low temperature case, nearly 100% excitation of the high frequency
modes. The conclusions reported here deal only with these initial conditions, and
conclusions for other choices of initial conditions may be different.
FIGURE10 shows the power spectrum for 1280 particles (640 H F molecules) at a
nominal temperature of 1 K. The log of the intensity from the fast Fourier transform is
actually displayed rather than the intensity itself because the low frequency peaks are
more easily seen in the log plot. Well-separated sharp peaks can be seen in the range
0-1 300 cm-' and in the range 325@3924 cm-I. There is an intermediate region where
little noise and no peaks are seen. Based upon the appearance of the spectrum, the
system appears to be quasi-periodic at this temperature. FIGURE11 shows the (log)
power spectrum for the same system at 135 K, where no sharp peaks are seen and
where the noise-free intermediate region has disappeared. Based upon the appearance
of this spectrum, the system appears to be chaotic.
Furthermore, if the integral of the spectrum is taken from 0--1982 cm-' (the low
frequency regime) and a second integral is taken from 1982-3924 cm-' (the high
frequency regime), then for FIGURE10, the low frequency/high frequency percentages
are O/lOO, whereas for FIGURE11, the ratio is 24/76. Clearly, the initial excitation
(which evidently was of the high frequency modes only because the low temperature
spectrum shows only high frequency peaks) has remained localized in the quasi-
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periodic case and has begun to redistribute among all modes in the chaotic case. In
solid polymeric materials, the low frequency modes are known as acoustical modes and
the high frequency modes are known as optical modes. The technique proposed here
should be useful in studying the onset of efficient energy transfer from the optical
modes (perhaps excited by laser light) to acoustical modes (which can lead, upon
excitation, to damage in the solids).
We note, as a final comment, that in our studies we have found that the
temperature at which the chaotic limit is reached has a more complicated dependence
upon the chain length than has been seen before for the atomic chains. Preliminary
calculations indicate that the temperature at which the spectra become chaotic
increases with increasing chain length up to a p i n t and then essentially remains
constant or drops somewhat as the chain length is further increased. Work is in
progress to explore these results more fully, as well as applying these energy transfer
ideas to solid polyethylene and graphite.

CONCLUSIONS
In this discussion, we have outlined the semiclassical spectral method and a wide
variety of applications. Although this technique was first developed ten years ago, it
has proved to be tremendously successful as a tool used in dynamics problems.
Applications include problems in nonlinear dynamics, molecular and atomic spectra,
surface science, astronomy and stellar dynamics, nuclear physics, and polymer physics.
Innovation in the high resolution spectral method in place of the fast Fourier transform
may, in the future, make possible more accurate calculations with shorter trajectories.
As utilization of this technique becomes more routine, we expect many other
applications to be reported in the scientific literature.
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